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We’re a team of passionate, enthusiastic Blockchain technology and

business developers. We’re combining the power of AI, VR, AR, mixed

reality, crypto, FIAT Money, etc, and trying to make this world more

accessible to everyone - making sure everything they could be doing

comes under one umbrella company.

We want to accelerate the mass adoption of the Metaverse by giving

people access to this digital economy and adding something they can

interact with at a personal interest level - with platforms like Sportsverse,

the first chapter of Metalok. 

We want our early adopters to be creators with us and have ownership

over everything they invest in.

We strongly believe that blockchain may be the most significant

invention of our time - parallel only to the internet. Cryptocurrency with

the Metaverse gives each of us the power to create our ecosystems within

this space. You can own digital property and have your currency to invest

in what you believe.

You own your digital space - giving you advertising space that offers you

access to a larger audience. 

We want driven people with a vision to reach out to us. We offer services

where we take your vision to the Metaverse and make it a reality. We

want to collaborate with as many blockchain enthusiasts as possible and

potentially work with them.





We strive to create unique experiences in the actual world

and the Metaverse for our users and product partners. So

we have launched Sportsverse, A gamified version - of

experiencing sports - where people can

watch/trade/play/earn in conjunction with how trading &

exchange works.

Sports Verse is a decentralized gaming platform that gives you an

immersive experience of sports matches and teams . You can trade fan

tokens for the team as you watch the match .

Here you get to invest in your team and experience the excitement of

the match .

Owning a Cricket Team Token gives you digital ownership and builds your

digital asset. The Team tokens provide you with access to team

merchandise, rewards, promotions, and airdrops apart from trading and

speculative earning opportunities, both short-term and long-term. The

higher the number of tokens you have of your team, the bigger your support

and enthusiasm is.

To buy the tokens of your favorite Cricket Team, you will first be required to

connect to your Metamask wallet. With every ball, every match, and every

event before and post the match, the token's value will fluctuate.

This market is highly speculative and volatile. It works similarly to the stock

market - where demand is created based on news that has come out about

a company or the changes made internally in a company. Fan tokens work

similarly to the stock market, where demand for fan tokens is created based

on the news surrounding teams or internal changes.



For example, if a CEO leaves a company or a new CEO joins the company, that

company's share value will fluctuate.

Another example would be how the rate of oil fluctuates based on the

economic and political factors around the world. For instance, Russia is one of

the biggest exporters of oil. But after the economic sanctions placed on Russia

during the Russia-Ukraine war, the oil prices have steadily increased.

In the token fan system, if a good player in a Cricket team gets hurt or injured

and cannot play, that will affect the token price. Similarly the same case applies

for pitch condition, toss result, every boundary hit and wickets taken. 

Hence the value of your tokens is in a continuous momentum of token value

rising and falling. Through a decentralized exchange, you can buy or cash out

at any time.

However, we want to emphasize that this is not a betting platform. Our users

are big-time sports fans, crypto enthusiasts, early adopters, and who have the

sports fever. They watch every game and know everything that's happening

with their favorite team. We condone betting in any form and do not

encourage it. Our goal has been to gamify people's sports experience and

invest in their favorite team. We want you to truly experience the match as the

token value rises and falls in real-time as your players are on the field. When

your team wins, they earn points and go up the scoreboard, and your fan token

value increases, and you profit from their win.



We want to become the number one decentralized sports exchange

in the field of sports . We would like fans to be able to experience the

sport instead of just watching it - create an interactive experience

from the comfort of their homes and earn as they watch .



Gaming

The global gaming market is valued at 200 billion dollars in 2021 and has been

on a steep incline for the last five years. With the advent and popularisation of

digital ownership, it will only increase. 

One huge factor has been the last two years of covid lockdown. With movie

theatres and lunch outings no longer being an option to stay connected,

people turned to digital gaming with their friends. This situation opened up a

whole new world to even the most reluctant late adopters. 

Many more people got hooked with home entertainment being the only

option and the incredible number of interactive multiplayer games online. 

This market is expected to cross a trillion dollars by 2030 at the current increase

rate. 
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Gaming industry projections



NFT

The global NFT market has already surpassed 40 billion dollars in 2021 alone.

The popularity of NFTs in the last year has been record-breaking. There have

been multi-million dollar sales, and most notable celebrities have gotten

involved. 

NFTs typically give the buyer/holder ownership over media, data, or the object

that the token is associated with. They are commonly brought and sold in

specialized marketplaces. 

On OpenSea, over 6,000 NFT collections have undergone a minimum of one

transaction, including minting, buying, or selling. 

In August of 2021 itself, the NFT sales on Opensea went up to 4.5 billion dollars

and have been on an upward trend. 2021 - Quarter 4 saw close to 13 billion

dollars in sales on Opensea. 

Source: https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/nft-sales-hit-25-billion-2021-growth-shows-signs-slowing-2022-01-10/
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Leaderboards 
Be an active team token holder and top the leaderboard charts as the highest

token holder while competing with other T20 cricket fans. and with other fans

and secure your permanent spot for exclusive merchandise, tickets, rewards,

bonus airdrops, meetings with your favourite team player and a lot more.

Marketplace 
A marketplace for each and every team fan token, to

trade/buy/sell/swap/exchange the team token's/NFT's/merchandises. 

Community driven 
Building a strong fan engagement base for sports enthusiasts to come together

and trade their team tokens and grab an opportunity to be called their biggest

fan and become an integral part of our core team by co-creating and further

developing our roadmap by actively participating in following all the social

media channels and involving other fans into the game of cricket. 

Anti-whale mechanism 
Transaction changes in price by more than 1% will lead the DEX to invalidate

the transactions to help avoid huge token dumps

Liquidity locked
10% of the total number of coins in circulation are liquidity locked, this is to

make the invester feel more secure about his/her investment. 

0x protocols Transaction

We follow 0x protocols to ensure that every trade that happens on our platform

is safe and secure for our users. 

Fan rewards 
Redeem rewards and unlock digital collectibles by being an active fan token

holder on our platform.

Staking
One of the most important features of our T20 team tokens is staking. Each token

holder on locking up some fan tokens on a long term basis will be rewarded with our

Sportsverse tokens which can be used to claim team tokens or redeem merchandise.



T20 Cricket fans all over the world who are crazy about their favourite

player , team or literally anything associated with a particular T20 Cricket

team will buy the T20 Cricket team tokens.

The buy and sell of these T20 Cricket tokens shall create a supply/demand

channel which would impact the token value.

Our users who hold our T20 Cricket team tokens will get long term

rewards also known as staking rewards, these rewards will be in the form

of the sportsverse token. 

The user can exchange his sports verse tokens to either T20 Cricket team

tokens or any other team token released on the sportsverse platform.

In the coming future users will also be able to get physical redemption

rewards in exchange of the sportsverse tokens ( Cricket match tickets,

Merchandise, NFT's etc.) 



The T20 team fan token offers users the exciting possibility to enter the

ecosystem of SPORTSVERSE and enjoy the platform.

The T20 team fan tokens are one of a kind cryptographically secure tokens

through which avid cricket enthusiasts can show their love and support for

their team by buying their tokens and holding it for a long term which shows

their love for the team.

Users can buy/sell/trade/exchange their team tokens or hold them on a long

term basis to avail staking benifits.

T20 TEAM TOKENS

   

Sportsverse tokens will act as the official currency for all sport leagues on the

sportsverse platform.

Sportsverse tokens are our unique exchange token through which users have

the option to either exchange for T20 Team Fan Tokens or avail exciting

merchandise of their favourite team.

All sportsverse ventures will have a common token pool with the sportsverse

token so the users can swap their tokens from one sportsverse venture to the

other. 

SPORTSVERSE TOKENS 

   

NFT (Non-fungible tokens) are tokens that are not interchangeable,

but unique in nature in the future sportsverse will have 3-dimentional,

high quality, accurately represented appearances 

Users who purchase their favourite player's NFT's can prove  their love

for the player or the sport.

The NFT tokens can also act as a place where players/teams recognise

their biggest fans using the smart ledger system, this can act as an

opportunity for them to meet their avid fans and get to know them

more.

Further down the roadmap we will be addressing the possibility of

materializing NFT tokens  and giving the users physically redeemable

merchandise as an incentive. 

NFT TOKENS 

   



The IPL Team Tokens are a way for fans to be rewarded for their unending

support and continuously encouraging their teams in every match. We aim

to create an ecosystem where fan engagement is not just limited to the

screen but one where fans feel like they are part of the team. 

Token Information 
Type:  ERC20

Ticker: PSVC,KSVC,RSVC,MSVC,CSVC,BSVC,GSVC,LSVC,HSVC,DSVC

Total supply: 100 Million per token

Token contract:  0xeeA6661a8F6D5Bdb83C3BB5CD0684bf8bF841952          

Initial circulating supply:  5 Million

Initial market cap:  10Million INR 

Private sale price:  - N.A.

Public sale price: 50 tokens in exchange of 1MATIC 

Token Price
The IPL Team Token is set at an initial price of 5000 tokens in exchange of 1

MATIC, however, the final price will be determined before the token

distribution.

Token Distribution 
The IPL Team token will initially have 100 Million tokens minted. We are

trying to make the token distribution as fair as possible ensuring that no

single entity holding large quantities of the token supply. 

The tokens will be distributed among many participants in seed, private and

public rounds. 



Total Supply
100
%

Unlocked Vested

Vested
Pace (%
of the
vested
amount)

Vesting
Duration

Number
of

Tokens

Tech Team 15% 2% 13%
2% /
Week

50
Weeks

15 M

Marketing 15% 10% 5%
2.5% /
Week

40
Weeks

15 M

Business/
Strategic

Development
15% 3% 12%

2% /
Week

50
Weeks

5 M

Management 28% 2% 26%
2% /
Week

50
Weeks

28 M

Legal 2% 1% 1%
2% /
Week

50
Weeks

2 M

Liquidity Pool 10% 10% - - - 10 M

Token Sale 15% - - - - 15 M



Join the Gamified Sports Market revolution and become part of the

community that understand what is the true value enclosed in the

form of a token . By investing in each T20 Cricket team Token , you

support building the authenticity and real usability of blockchain

technology , accelerating its adoption . In addition , you get the most

favorable conditions for obtaining tokens , which are the source of

many of the above – mentioned benefits 

Presale of Team Token has been divided into 3 rounds :

Round 1 - Initial Seed Sale(For ICO and early
investors) 

   5,000,000 Tokens (at the price of 5000 tokens
per MATIC)  

 Round 2 - Public Sale A - To be announced

Round 3 - Public Sale B - To be announced

Any unsold tokens will be automatically added to the next public sale



The wait is finally over ! Now avid sports enthusiasts can actively

support their teams by buying , selling and trading their Team tokens .

Sportsverse is going to give its users the option to trade their tokens

on 10/05/2022 by unclocking the liquidity pool .

Users can then sell or trade their tokens to earn profits or even stake

them to earn sportsverse tokens . 

Liquidity Pool Unlock :

Phase 1: Sportsverse will unlock 4% of total coins

minted as its liquidity Pool

Date : 10/05/22 

Phase 2 : Further liquidity will be provided in a timey manner

corresponding to the token sale and price in the market.

 

Date : TBD 

Why sell your tokens when you can earn more !

Sportsverse offers users lucrative staking rewards in the sportsverse

coins which users can trade in exchange for any other token available

on Sportsverse . 

Users at the end of each season can stake their Team tokens to earn

sportsverse tokens . 

Our unique staking algorithm ensures that we reward die-hard sports

fans with our sportsverse tokens as a 'token '  of appreciation in the

literal sense .

At the end of this season users can start availing the staking rewards

and claim their well earned sportsverse tokens . 



GSVC
0x4CED951389405dECf9E82efaBA1854e109b93C38

MSVC
0x33e5DFe148aCe06A2c9aCee17F59d7AbA07E1DA3

KSVC
0xb39370D66472cD8e25E542b7FaE4C641f89d1a3c

CSVC
GSVC0x2328aA62F692Cdb1749ae173A93E89fDEAFeD650

BSVC
0x9Dbe1a074CF62D3B276EeDD54952d179299a4892

DSVC
0x3EDC3c21E798d0cc2336500871ABEB05e3cB5166

PSVC
0x6b32f2a2c0484EB7F7f089Dd45CCc33291317ab0

RSVC
0xeeA6661a8F6D5Bdb83C3BB5CD0684bf8bF841952

HSVC
0xB90ED1bd876AB378b001b702b38A73fB39e23D25

LSVC
0x34141D62B66857d409e3eEfB7C07EB23CF98B06f



Our First version launch is on the 15th of April . 

This is where we launch Sportsverse .cricket - our cricket
decentralized trading platform . We will be allowing people to invest
in their favorite Cricket T20 teams and buy tokens accordingly . Our

Beta launch will be on this date . 

On this day , people will be able to mint their favorite cricket team
tokens . People will be able to buy fan tokens and start
accumulating/trading with them on our platform . 

Two weeks after the launch of Sportsverse , we will launch our line of
Sports NFTs . We will be launching NFTs of the captains and all the
players for the cricket teams . We will release a limited number . 

You can buy , sell and trade with them . Each NFT will have a physical
utility which will be revealed over the coming days . With fans holding
NFTs and above 10 ,000 Team Tokens , all teams will be able to
redeem rewards and access other exciting features .  

Within the first month of running , we shall launch Staking . Staking is
a way of earning rewards for holding specific cryptocurrencies . If you
have a certain number of fan tokens - we will be rewarding you with

more tokens as a reward for holding onto your tokens and believing
in your team .

The primary benefit of Staking is that it offers generous interest
APY 's , enabling you to earn more tokens . 

You can earn more than 10% or 20% per year in some cases . It 's
potentially a very profitable way to invest and passively grow your
money (even while you sleep !) . Refer the example below : 



We will be distributing exclusive merchandise to all our loyal fan
token holders - based on their Token and NFT holdings . You can also
buy merchandise against the tokens or NFTs you hold .

Example:

Say you have 100 shares of a company @ 2500/- per share

Your investment = 2,50,000/-

Your goal is that in a year - 100 shares will be worth @ 5000/- per share

Imagine you have 100 shares of Reliance @ 2500/- 

So your investment = 2,50,000/-

Say your investment is staked at 10% per month. (example)

1st Month - 100 shares; 2nd Month - 110 shares;  3rd Month - 121 shares

& Finally 12th Month - 313.84 shares

Now if over that year - 3 things could happen.

Scenario 1: Price per share decreases (50%) - Value of one share Rs.
1250/-  Value of your shares - 313.84x1250 = 3,92,300/-

Scenario 2 : Price per share remains the same - Value of one
Share Rs. 2500/- Value of your shares - 313.84x2500 = 7,84,600/-

Scenario 3: Price per share increases (50%) - Value of one share Rs.
3750/- Value of your shares - 313.84x3750 = 11,76,900/-

This way you have a better chance of making a profit even if the value of

the share goes down. 



Tie up with virtual lands (e .g . Sandbox , de-central lands) to create an
in stadium experience of watching the match . This will allow
someone to virtually walk into a stadium and watch the match in the
metaverse (Virtual Reality). Using VR headsets , AR , smart glasses
sitting at the comfort of their home , offices , and anywhere in the
world . 



Mohit is the co-founder & CEO of Metalok and an ambitious

entrepreneur . Before co-founding Metalok , he had worked in multiple

and successful businesses and start-ups in the field of healthcare
industry mainly into capital intensive medical and surgical equipment

involving multiple stakeholders from government institutions to
private stakeholders . With zeal , curiosity and passion to embrace

technology for powering future advancements , he made a fearless
move to shift from a tech hardware industry to a software industry
with the USP to cater and promote blockchain technologies to one
and all . 

He co-founded Pixxort , the first health tech blockchain platform based
on a decentralized storage system . 

Now , he again aspires to test his entrepreneurial capabilities to take
Metalok ’s blockchain projects to new heights through their very first
entry into the sporting industry - ‘SPORTSVERSE .CRICKET ’ . 

Mohit Goel

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohit-goel-pixxort


 
Ishaan Gupta 

 

AANCHAL GOEL Smitha PM

Smitha is one of the co-
founders of Metalok . She is an
experienced psychotherapist
and provides counseling . Her

dual role as an HR director and
co-founder strengthens the
team spirit . She is also a 
 design graduate and has
worked as a lead role in major

business firms . 

Aanchal is one of the co-
founders . She 's an established
and certified CA by profession ,
holding an All India 17th Rank

in ICAI CA examination . She
takes the major financial
decisions for the company . She
has 10 years of experience in
the entire gamut of accounting
and financing operations .

Ishaan is the co-founder of Metalok .
CA Ishaan Gupta is a fellow
member of ICAI and having a rich
experience of 5 years in corporate
compliance and taxation . He

completed his graduation from
University of Delhi and is also a
corporate compliance expert
certified by ICSI .



RISHAV GOENKA Pranav kannan

Pranav is an avid tech enthusiast
working on computer vision aiding
METALOK in making virtual avatars
and motion tracking for the Web3

world . He is also well versed in
tokenomics and proves to be a useful
tool in discussions related to tokens
and market dynamics .

HIM AGRAWAL Avi  Kothari

Avi is the Senior Product Manager and
a passionate computer science student
pursuing his degree from IIIT

Hyderabad . He is highly enthusiastic ,
competitive and motivated in learning
new technologies in various fields and
building things them from scratch ,
pushes the tech team and keeps them
on toes . He is working on the budding
blockchain technologies in the

company .

Him is a highly motivated tech enthusiast
with software engineering background from
IIIT-H . He Product Manager , overseeing the
technical aspects of blockkchain of the
company . He has worked in various start-up
environments as a full stack developer
contributing from web development to
mobile applications . He is focused on
architecting Decentralized Applications
[dApps] and on polygon and making smart
contracts for the company .

Rishav is a tech geek fueled with

passion for software development and
has taken the responsibility as Product
Manager . He has worked in various
start-up environments as a full stack
developer contributing from web

development to mobile applications .
Also contributing in blockchain
technologies , he is looking into smart

contracting interaction . 



TUSHAR ASOPA

GEET DASANI  

Geet Dassani is an undergrad
student at IIIT-H , working with

the team as a frontend and UI

developer

MITUL GARG

Mitul Garg is a IIIT H
undergrad and is working

on the development of the
'Sportverse '  app .

Tushar Asopa is an IIIT-H
student and a self taught
frontend developer
contributing to the Metalok ’s
official page . 

DEVESH MARWAH

Devesh is an integral part of
the Front-end developer team
and also contributes
significantly for Web3 and
Firebase data development .



MUDIT GAUR SAMARTH PANDEY

Samarth Pandey is an
undergraduate student at
IIITH , working collaboratively
on UI and frontend
development .

ARYAN SINGHAL AMAR GWARI

Amar Gwari hardware engineer by
profession & a student at IIIT-H ,
working on the PCB design for
OpenBox SAFE , which will be
required for the metaverse

technologies . He also takes care
of the cybersecurity . 

Aryan Singhal is a student
from IIIT-H , working on mobile

application development using
Flutter .

Mudit Gaur is an undergrad
student at IIITH , and is a part
of the computer vision team
and is currently working on
motion tracking .



TIRTH MOTKA JAY GHEVARIYA

Jay Ghaveriya is working

collaboratively on UI

development and integration
of frontend and backend of
the company website .

Tirth is a IIIT-H student
working collaboratively on UI

development and frontend
development . 

sarthak aggarwal

Sarthak Aggarwal is an
undergraduate student at IIIT-
H , working collaboratively on
the frontend website of the
company .



Shruthi  Pathipaka

Shruthi is the Creative Director of METALOK , with

proven track record of excellent follow-through
on assignments and has  demonstrated

commitment to 
getting tasks accomplished .

Flexible , highly organized , and able to prioritize
tasks and ability to multi-task with an experience
of 20 years . She was the driving force behind the
very famous character 'CHOTA BHEEM '  right from
the eideation stage to making it as a global iconic

character . 



Mihir Pawha Bhavya Gupta

Bhavya Gupta is an interior
designer graduate from INIFD

Hyderabad . She has worked on
and been a part of projects
where she has used her design
skills in the metaverse using
AUTOCAD and other 3D
softwares . Her approach to
design is both innovative and
functional .

surajit  paul Sadhik Mohammad

Sadhik Mohammad is a self
learned visual artist designing
the logos and NFTs for the
metaverse .

Surajit is an enthusiastic and
motivated 3D modeling artist ,
working on creating various
avatars on the upcoming

metaverse

Mihir Pahwa is a 
 graduate from Amity
University , Jaipur . Higly
trained visual effects
artist with great
knowledge on adobe
softwares - adobe after
effects , premier pro ,
photoshop , illustrator .



JOuHAR APARNA KUMARI  

Aparna Kumari is currently
associated as a graphic
designer creating various NFTs

for the metaverse .

HARIKRISHNAN Vivek Mandloi

Vivek Mandloi from NIFT works  
as a graphic designer , avatar
illustrator and character
modelling in Metalok .

Harikrishnan , a fashion
communication specialist from
NIFT Hyderabad , is currently
working as a graphic designer
and as a video editor in
Metalok .

Jouhar is a self taught 3D
modeler and an animator ,
animating products for the
metaverse , as well as
contributing to aesthetic visual
merchandise .



nitish tomar

Nitish is a Design Student from
NIFT . He has worked with

Snapchat for Spotlight
Content Creation Program and
now works as a Graphic

Designer .

Ayushi  Verma

Ayushi Verma is a Graphic 
 Design Student from NIFT ,
contributing greatly to the
creation of various NFTs . She is
an enthusiast who aims for
perfection in her work . 



rahul kamasala shravani  naikoti

saanchi  agarwal ruchitha b

Ruchitha is an undergrad
architect from SVCA who

passionate to work on
planning and designing for
metaverse using AutoCAD and
SketchUp softwares .

Saanchi Agarwal is an
undergrad architect from
SVCA who is result oriented
and works on planning and
modelling for metaverse using
AutoCAD and SketchUp

softwares .

Architect Rahul Kamasala , the
Co-Founder of Perspective
Studios , specialises in creative
parametric 3D design details , and
his expertise of building
technology has allowed him to
interpret the firm 's lexicon in
novel ways . He believes
successful architecture responds
to client and user needs
concurrently emphasizing 3D
visualization and architectural
design .

Architect Shravani Naikoti , is
the Co-Founder of Perspective
Studios , specialises in current
technology design detailing
and has a broad vision of
design content . Expertise in
coordinating in a variety of
architecture-related
disciplines .



Swapna Priyal 

Priyal is the Founder of
ConceptCape . She has 4 years
of experience in the field and
brings her expertise to any
project she takes on . She
makes sure her clients goals
are aligned with the current
state of the marketing

industry .

Swapna is an experienced
content strategist , working in
the marketing field . She has a
few years under her belt for this
role . She is quick to adapt and
learns on the go . With a passion
for writing , Swapna thrives in
any environment , and
integrates within any team very
easily . 

Harshwardhan Prasad

Harshwardhan Prasad is an
experienced marketing

director , who has also founded
his own digital marketing

start-up . His expertise is highly
beneficial not only for Indian
markets but also abroad .

BHAVANI  BHAVYA

Bhavini is a motivated , highly
organized and responsible
design graduate , heading the
marketing team . She ’s
ambitious , goal driven and can
confidently say a philomath . 



Niharika Dasgupta Chirag Shameek Sahu

Chirag is a IIIT-H student ,
handling the social media

pages of the company and
using his technical skills for
social media automation .

Niharika Dasgupta is a Fashion
Communication student at
NIFT Hyderabad who enjoys
anything that challenges her
and makes her question
things . She is eager to learn
everything that Metalok is
willing to offer .

Shiksha jagyasi

Shiksha is a fashion design
student at NIFT , a person with

creative mind and versatile
skills who is keen to learn and
adapt from new things and
experiences . Her highly
creative skills have brought
great response on our Twitter

page .

natasha khanna

Natasha , student at NIFT
Hyderabad , who exudes
warmth and empathy in every
action . She is passionate about
art & design and creates
visually appealing posters for
social media handles !



KOPAL

NANDA ROSE DOMINIC

Kopal is a NIFT student , a
highly motivated and positive
hustler hustling for knowledge

and experience . 

Nandha is a Fashion
Communication student at
NIFT Hyderabad . She is a team
player , always keeping the josh
high . Keen about Fashion ,
marketing , styling and
photography . 

ANOUSHKA YADAV

MABEL BERNADETTE

Anoushka , a multidisciplinary

artist handling digital
marketing of the company

pages .

Mabel is a knitwear design
student at NIFT Hyderabad .
Dedicated to her work , Mabel
strives to achieve perfection at
all levels and ensures she
completes her tasks efficiently
and enthusiastically . 



Ram Manoj Sreeram Priyanka Kumari

Priyanka is a creative , detail-
oriented Designer and a
community manager with a
graduation degree from the
National Institute of Fashion
Technology , Hyderabad . She
strives to design simple , data-
driven solutions for everyday
people .

A self-taught and award-
winning digital product
designer . He loves fostering
creative teams , shipping
desirable products , promoting
design thinking , and working
with a wide range of
companies and industries to
experience more of the world .



Manoj Dalmia Nishil Gupta

Nishil is the strategic advisor ,
having a strong background in
quantitative analysis and
algorithmic trading . He has
worked in lead roles in High
Frequency Trading companies .

Rahat Khanna Karan ladia

Experienced Leader with a
demonstrated history of working
in the Information Technology &
Services industry . Skilled in Web
Application Security ,Blockchain
Research and Strategic Planning .
Strong technical professional
focused in Computer and
Information Systems
Security/Information Assurance 

Rahat is an IT Professional with
expertise on Front End Technologies
having a vast experience of developing
200+ websites , building numerous
Enterprise Hybrid Mobile Apps ,
architecting User Interface Solutions ,
authoring a popular book on Ionic
Framework and conducting 30+ Global
Trainings on latest frameworks and
technology tools .

Mr . Manoj Dalmia is the Founder
of Proficient Group of Companies .
He is the strategic advisor of
Metalok . He has built a respected
name in the Indian capital
market . He is also an early
adopter of Blockchain
Technology . He is sharply
focused , continuously reinventing
the wheel , thought provoking ,
and carries the ability to inspire
perfection to deliver the best



MAYANK GOEL SIDHArTh bagaria 

Sidharth is a jeweller , visionary
and crypto enthusiast .

Mayank is a hotelier and a
crypto enthusiast .



conceptcape the uncommon
designs

AIR LIVE CO KARMA

pixxort

SUNITA JEWELS

DJ ABHIJ IT MVAA

KALINGA TMT

ENTERTAINMENT FARM
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